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Dave Morrow, chin deep in Fleming Trough entrance stream.
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From the editor....
I was a little slow getting the newsletter out this quarter. It was a combination of having to re- twist a few
arms for promised articles and a lot of busy caving weekends. I had to convince a few of our members
that just because they had written something in January, I would still need something else again in
September.
I would like to express my thanks for the support shown by our members and other regional organizations
on the Burd Run Clean up. We didn't have room for all the photos, but plan to put a document on our
website with more photo of participants. I'd like to welcome new members Jake, Jeff and Mike to the
grotto and hope to get them involved in some exciting trips.
Thanks to Dan Piraro, cartoonist, for letting us use Nasal Spelunking at Mt Rushmore. I'd also like to
thank Gordy, Stitch, Todd, Joe, Andy, John, and Dave for articles, pictures, quotes, printing, distribution
assistance and web support used in getting this issue out to our members and friends.
Ken Tayman, Editor
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Speleo-Spotlight..
Andrew "Stitch" Rentzel

FCG # 241

T

he first time I met Stitch, he was a guest at
one of our monthly meetings and he was
wearing a "Mohawk". What a misleading first
impression. We had invited the leader of the Messiah
College Outdoor Adventure Club to come to a
meeting to help them get into the flow of caving in
the Franklin County, PA area.
Their primary purpose was to seek out local caves
where they could take the other outdoor club
members. He and friend Scott would go through old
MAR Bulletins and search out old local caves. At
first we found ourselves treating them like really
novice cavers, but quickly found that they were very
competent outdoor enthusiasts that were fully
involved in everything from kayaking, rock
climbing, hiking, ice climbing and quickly picked up
the aspects of vertical caving.
My first big trip with Stitch was when we did a
Crookshank-Snedegars trip at VAR. I believe it was
his first big cave experience. We found the passage
out of the bottom of Crookshank had mostly silted
shut with sand and gravel from a recent hurricane
and when asked to lead through the crawl bulldozing
through the silt he lead the way kicking, pushing and
enlarging the way for the rest of us older, larger cavers.
I knew at that time we had a valuable asset to the grotto.

Stitch in "Silo" in Sinnett Cave, WV

Photo by Gordy Ley

With all of his class work and other outdoor adventures
he still managed to assist in graffiti cleanup of Peipers,
reopening of Barton's Cave with MAKC, contribute to
the cleanup of Burd Run, helped with return of
"kidnapped" stalagmite to Mystic Cave, and did some
digging at frustration Pit.

We also had a great time in Sinnett. Did some climbing,
crawling and he got pretty wet in connection crawl to
Thorn Mountain. Other caves he's done include,
Lisburn (his first Cave), New Trout, Hamilton,
Mclung's, Lightners, Culverson Creek, Pettijohn, Sites,
and Ellisons.

He just graduated from Messiah College with degree in
Adventure Education. Stitch is a really great asset to
Franklin County Grotto, and I am glad to know and
cave with him.
by Ken Tayman
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Burd Run Clean Up
July 21, 2012 by Ken Tayman

W

hile working with Professor Feeney on the
Cleversburg Sink Water-Study Project, we
went down to Burd Run to check the
monitoring station there. The station had been knocked
tilted by wood and rubbish in the stream. There was a
lot of trash from recent flash floods and an artificial
reservoir created by a logjam. This reservoir was
exactly where park administrators believe the water
siphons into the cave. They said they've seen a
whirlpool where the water drains into some kind of
underground plumbing system and floods the cave. We
felt this reservoir, with four feet of water, might
contribute to the cave not draining quickly during dry
seasons.
Gordy felt that if we removed the logjam and drained
the reservoir, it might help the cave drain quicker
during the dry seasons. So the idea of a "clean-up" was
born. We would offer to clean up trash and at the same
time, bust up and remove the log jam.
We got permission from the township supervisors,
picked a date and put out the word to some of the
regional cave organizations. We offered to serve
refreshments (hot dogs and sodas) and also tacked on a
cave trip to Walnut ridge as a little incentive to
participate.

Stitch, Justin, John & Kerry picking up trash. Photo by Todd F.

The response was GREAT! We had twenty cavers
from Franklin County Grotto, York Grotto, Philly
Grotto and Mid-Appalachian Karst Conservancy show
up ready to work.
Participants
included:
Dave
Morrow, Joe & Miranda Schock,
Howard & Diane White, Pat
Minnick, Anne Shepard, Amos
Mincin (from Philly), Andy Filer,
Jim Schweitzer, Todd Feasley,
Kerry Speelman, Glen Sarvis,
Stitch Rentzel, Don Arrowood,
Dane Wagel, John & Justin
Boswell, Gordy Ley and me, Ken
Tayman

Pat and Dave working on HUGE stump in stream.

Photo by Gordy Ley
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We broke up into teams for
several different aspects of the
project. Kerry took several
members up to Cleversburg Sink
to remove the old ladder that was
replaced in January 2008. Diane
assumed responsibility for getting
the hot dogs and drinks ready for a
1:00 PM refreshment break.

Most of the work is done. Time for a break.

Photo by Todd Feasley

I took a couple people and started a police up of trash along the entire
section of Burd Run through park, all the way past the Carnegie Cave
entrance and down to the parking area 1/10 mile past I-81. Gordy took
the majority of the group for what would be the hardest and most labor
intense project of removing the log jam. Gordy and Howard had lots of
tools to include chain saws, come-along, chains, log rollers and tons of
energy.

Miranda on stream police call. Photo by John Boswell

The log jam removal included stumps, trees, brush, doors, lumber and trash that had been deposited by flash flood over
the last several years. By the next day, the reservoir had completely drained and was bone dry just (like the rest of the
stream)
After all projects were
completed, Gordy and
Dane hauled trailer load
of trash to the township
dumpster, we had hot
dogs and sodas, and about
half of us drove 10
minutes up the road and
did Walnut Ridge Cave.
Turned out to be new
cave for about nine
cavers.
STATS:
1353 miles
driven
127 man-hours of time
invested
THANKS
helped!!!!
Joe, Andy, Dave, Howard, and Pat (also Amos) "humping stump" out of stream. Photo by Gordy
Ley
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to all who

2012 NSS Convention
June 25-29, 2012
Lewisburg, WV
The convention this year was close to home and
offered up some opportunities for FCG members to
easily attend and contribute directly to the
conducting of the convention.
Gordy became involved early in the game when he
offered to take photos for the guide book.
Approximately 50% of the photos where his. He
also lead a couple of trips to Haynes. Other caves
visited by FCG members included Piercy's, Piercy's
Mill, Sinks of Sinking Creek, McClungs &
Culverson Creek

Python Pit (sump)
July 6, 2012 by Ken T

The severe weather continued to track the
convention locations by crushing a few vehicles
with downed trees, trapping occupants in their car
from which they had to be extracted, The severe
wind also blew off the doors of the dining facility
during the banquette and knocked out the power for
nine days. Only minor injuries were reported.

FCG members Gordy Ley, John Boswell & Ken Tayman. I
have known about the sump in Python Pit for many years but
never had the courage to go through it. A couple of false starts
over the years, but never down flat in the cold water. Finally
after about 20 years, and a really hot day, Gordy and John
decided to push it and see the rest of the cave. I was invited to
attend.
We hit the cave and went straight to the sump. Gordy started
pushing and probing and felt his way thru the near sump and
then we immediately came upon the total siphon. Flat on his
stomach and probing into the water feet first he found it very
difficult to find his way through. Gordy gave up, but John
decided to try. He kept inching his way in and eventually
backed completely in, his head disappearing under water and
out of sight. We all followed. Once through, we found
ourselves
in
a
narrow passage that
appeared
to
be
choked off with
formations. We were
getting cold so we
headed out with
plans to talk to
others who'd been
through & verify
route, then return.

Pat, Anne, Gordy, Stitch, Glen and the Schocks
attended various salons, cave art classes, rope
climbing contest, and "Floyd Collins" play.

"Quotes of the Quarter"
"I've got my fluffies on"
DM at Fleming Trough re: fuzzy polypro

"I don't have the balls to push it any
further"
GL in Python Pit re sliding feet first into sump

"Let me try it"

Video clip of Ken T

JB in Python Pit as he slides all the way into sump

http://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=8FNgDQL
ABCo&feature=plcp

" I want a bicycle for Christmas"
SH to KT @ Mudfest re Santa look-alike beard.
Gordy in wetsuit. Photo by John Boswell
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Loud sex can be deadly for flies

Pennsylvania Proposes Listing
Three Bat Species as Endangered

Buzz of their wings during mating can be heard
by hungry bats
By Jeanna Bryner

August 15, 2012
Flies may not scream out in ecstasy during sex, but
they do create quite a buzz with their wings. And now
researchers have found these mating moans can be
heard by bats hungry for a meal.

In order to try and protect the current population of
three of Pennsylvania’s cave-dwelling bat species,
the state’s Game Commission is considering listing
the bats as endangered.

The result: Wild Natterer's bats get a double-size
meal of copulating flies; the mating flies, rather than
offspring, get death.

The three bat species, northern long-eared, tricolored and little brown bat, have all been heavily
impacted by outbreak of White Nose Syndrome in
the state. Since it’s discovery in December 2008,
these bats have experienced a 98 to 99% decline.

In the study, detailed this week in the journal Current
Biology, Stefan Greif from the Max Planck Institute
for Ornithology in Germany and colleagues found
bats didn't seem to notice the flies walking on a
ceiling or just sitting. That suggests there's something
about mating sounds that outs the flies to bat
predators.

A state endangered listing is an effort to avoid a
complete Federal listing – exactly what Canada is
proposing- which would entail much more extreme
regulations.

The researchers said this is one of very few studies
to show that copulating animals are at a higher risk of
being eaten by predators. Other examples include
studies on amphipods, water striders and other
aquatic insects, as well as land insects like the
Australian plague locust.

Other potential actions being considered include
seasonal restrictions on timber cutting in close
proximity to known maternity sites, protection o
hibernacula, restrictions on winter hibernacula human
entry and use and the seasonal curtailment of wind
turbines in critical areas.

In a cowshed in Marburg, Germany, the researchers
video-recorded the movements of 9,000 houseflies
over four years. Results showed the flies rarely fly at
night, when they mainly sit or run on the ceiling; the
faint, lower frequency, noise made by these
movements, it seems, was drowned out by a strong
background echo "The faint insect echo [of nonmating flies] is fully overlapped and masked by
massive echoes from the background," the
researchers write.

The Game Commission is now looking for input on
the measures suggested to try and protect these bats.
The public has until September 11th, 2012 to submit
their comments to Calvin DuBrock, Director,
Wildlife Management, Game Commission, 2001
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.q

When houseflies mate, the female spreads her wings
while the male flutters on top of her, a fluttering that
probably is responsible for his broadband clicklike
sounds. The mating noise makes the fly pair "visible"
to the bats. In the study, about 26 percent of fly pairs
that were engaged in sex were attacked by bats —
and more than half of these were eaten.

Astronaut Uses caving gear in space
NASA astronaut Donald Pettit, the
first one inside the docked SpaceX
Dragon capsule, wore goggles, a mask

To be sure the mating sounds really did lead bats to
their fly meals, the researchers mounted dead (and,
as such, noiseless) fly pairs in a typical sex-act
position on the shed ceiling. Since these two flies
together mean more surface area for sound to reflect
off of compared with a single fly, the researchers
wondered if this magnification was what drew in the
bats. However, bats never attacked the dead flies; it
was only when the researchers played back sex calls
of the flies did the bats attempt to attack the
loudspeakers.q

and a caver's light, to protect against
possible debris,

as he slid open the

hatch of the world's first commercial
resupply shipq
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Fleming Trough Cave Trip
August 11, 2012 by Gordy Ley

much the worse for wear! When we got to Shade
Gap we picked up John Boswell, Mike Scafini, and
Dave Morrow (who we did not expect).

We had missed our chance to do a trip to Fleming’s
Trough last summer, so I was looking for an
opportunity to get it in this year. I proposed a date of
August 11, and offered up the use of several wetsuits
for interested cavers. There was a reasonable level of
interest early on, so I called the Flemings to signal
our intentions, and the trip was on. We had a lot of
rain locally on Friday before our trip, and I was a
little concerned about the water level we would be
facing. As we gathered at Gander Mt. and Shade
Gap F.D., the group grew to a surprising total of 10
cavers! Myself, Ken Tayman, and Dane Wagle met
at Gander Mt. and picked up Jake Troup and his
friend Jeff, Zared Shawver (our new Ship liason), and
a pleasant surprise, Drew Welicka, back from his
miss-adventure with paragliding, seemingly not-too-

When I stopped to check in, and stuck my head in
the door at the garage, Melissa Fleming exclaimed,
“Oh my gosh, I forgot all about you guys coming!”
She had forgotten to relay the message. Not to
worry; we were not turned away! I passed out the
wetsuits I had, and geared up myself. I had a full
divers’ thick wetsuit on under my coveralls. This
proved to be just the ticket in Fleming’s Trough.
Removing the shock of the cold water makes it much
easier take photos, etc., and generally keep your wits
about you. I got some shots of just about everybody
coming through the duck-under. Everybody seemed

Entrance room, just after duck-under.
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Photo by John Boswell

who were in the entrance
room. This was not the
lake we were looking for.
After a feeble attempt at
taking a photo, we doubled
back, and up, and back a
passage to Daniels’ Lake.
Very cool!
As you
approach, you need to
bridge out over the drop to
the lake, which lies
undercut below you. Once
over the opening, you can
drop down to a sort of
landing to look at a number
of salamanders clinging to
the walls. The lake can be
circled carefully, but drops
off significantly. As I was
saying….My wetsuit was
just the ticket this day! In
addition to the warmth factor, it provided needed
flotation when I inevitably went just a little bit too
far! Dave and I exited and took some video on the
way out. We then dropped into Fleming’s Water
Cave and checked it out. When we finally got back
to the vehicles, everyone was waiting, naturally,
since I had them all parked in! I checked back in at
the house with Frank’s son Brian, and we all
departed. This is a very cool cave that can be as
challenging as you want it to be. Staying ahead of
the water-shock curve with a wetsuit is definitely the
way to go.

Jake looking serious as he is about to duck into cold water.

Photo by Gordy Ley

to take off in different directions once we were in the
cave. Dave seemed intent on burrowing his way into
a short dead lead early-on to see where it went.
While he was burrowing, I went around the corner
and over a hump past a small forest of soda straws. I
looked down a short mud slope to a low, water-filled
sump-looking tube. I probed it a little bit feet-first,
and the mud slope sucked me in like a shoehorn!
Before going any farther, I called John back to keep
an eye on me as I allowed myself to slip farther into
this tube. As I slipped into the slop, liquid mud, my
nose was an inch away from the ceiling, and
everything but my face was under ‘water’. I drew
myself about 4 or 5 feet through this tube until my
feet emerged going up a slope. I decided to back out
and do a recon of the other side. The other side was a
sandy slope a little steeper (at least it seemed that
way with your feet trying to lead you out of this mud
tube!) than the mud slope in. I decided to enter the
sandy side head-first into the tube because I knew
what I faced coming out the other side!
In the
meantime, Dave had come through feet-first as I had,
and was asking for some assistance, as his feet were
little help getting him out of his confinement. I
pulled him the rest of the way by dragging him out by
his boots. I proceeded to go through as I had
planned. This totally makes you confront any
claustrophobic demons that you might be harboring!
Totally exhilarating achievement!

Entrance view from inside-out

We then climbed up through a slot, and found a
few guys at a deep pool. We were talking to others

Photo by Gordy Ley

VIDEO CLIP FLEMING TROUGH TRIP
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4QJHeAbWJbE
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McAlisterville Cave
August 19, 2012 by John Boswell

O

ne of our new
FCG members,
Zared Shawver,
expressed a desire to
visit McAlisterville Cave.
I thought it would be a
good choice to get him
and some of our newer
members and interested
guests into one of
Pennsylvania’s
premier
caves, so I contacted
George and Karen Bange
to try to get access and
set up the trip. They
graciously allowed me to
lead the trip on August
19.
I enlisted the aid of
Andy Filer, who agreed
Sarah, Will, Kye, Dave, Zared, Andy, Mike, and me in front
to be a second trip
leader. Attendees were
I took half the group to the left down Bourbon
myself and Andy, Andy’s friend Will, Zared
Street. We enjoyed the many and varied mud
Shawver and his friend Sarah Komisar, Mike
sculptures we passed as we made our way down
Scafini, Dave Briggs and his friend Kye
the passage. Everyone dropped down a small
Spencer. All were experienced cavers, but
pit at the end of the passage and enjoyed the
first-timers to McAlisterville Cave.
small, crystal-covered room at the bottom.
The trip back up to the main entrance room
We all gathered at the cave entrance at the
includes a scramble up a flowstone slope that is
appointed time and geared up. Andy opened up
a bit tricky and slick. We laughed at each
the gate and we slid down the pipe. Andy
other trying to get up this hill and sliding back
entered last and locked the gate behind us.
down until Will finally made it to the top and
anchored some webbing for the rest of us to
We made our way down into the very large main
use as a hand line to help out.
entrance room. Many “Ooh’s” and “Aah’s” were
heard as the first-timers marveled at the size
While we were checking out Bourbon Street,
of the chamber. It is a far cry from the
Andy and the other half of the group continued
typical Pennsylvania mud tubes!
ahead to rig a rope for a trip down the Elbow
Pit to the Wind Chamber. Just getting to the
14

elbow pit was a bit sporty, with some slick,
somewhat exposed climbs over large breakdown
boulders. By the time we joined up with the
others at the Elbow Pit, the rope was rigged
and Kye had already descended. Dave Briggs
was rigged up, on rope, and next to go. I
leaned over to get a nice view as he made his
way down the pit. Not far down into the Elbow
Pit is a bit of a tight pinch that has to be
negotiated.
Dave wriggled his way down
through the pinch with a little difficulty. I
decided then that I would not be doing the
drop since I’m quite a bit more rotund than
Dave. I think I could have made it down, but
climbing back up through that tight spot did
not look like it would be any kind of fun. After
Dave yelled “Off Rope”, Mike rigged up as I
double-checked him and made the drop with no
problem,
followed
finally by Andy.
Their goal was to
make a through trip
through the Wind
Chamber and climb
back out through a
tight passage that
leads back into the
main entrance room.
Dave elected to
make the climb back
up
through
the
Elbow Pit instead.
Zared, Sarah, Will,
and I made our way
back to the main
entrance room to
wait for the other
group on their climb
out.
When Andy
appeared at the
bottom of the pit,
he said they were all

good and we could proceed through the fissure
passage and meet up with them later.
My group made our way about halfway back up
the steep slope towards the entrance to the
Rabbit Hole that ducks under a large flowstone
formation and leads to the fissure passage.
We all ducked through and began merrily
canyoning our way through the narrow, tall
fissure passage making our way eventually to
the climb-down that leads into the Voodoo
Dome. This is a 117 foot high dome-pit with a
huge chockstone wedged about halfway up that
is seemingly only held in place via Voodoo. We
all marveled at the size of the room and the
chockstone while we rested up from the
strenuous fissure section.

Mike Scafini, climbing up tube shaft at the end of "Bourbon Street" passage.
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Photo by John Boswell

After catching our breath and
poking around in the Voodoo
Dome, we continued on through
several smaller dome rooms and
into the meander section of the
cave. The meander is a somewhat
narrow, sinuous passage that
winds its way on towards the back
of the cave. There is a sporty
spot that is a combination climb
and squeeze where you have to
climb up some breakdown and
then wedge yourself sideways
through one of several tight gaps
in order to continue on through
the passage. It was fun scooting
through that section and we
continued along the mud-floored
meander until we came to a kind
of window you have to go through
and then down into a steep drop
that leads to another, very tight
and awkward window that must be
negotiated to continue on. We
rested here for a while and heard
the sounds of the other group
approaching from behind us. Will
and Sarah dropped down through
the window and Zared and I
listened to their progress as they
pondered the smaller window at
the bottom. We stayed up top in Climb up out of Voodoo dome. Notice two cavers (center) and huge chock stone in
case they needed a hand getting upper right corner of photo.
Photo by Dave Ader
back up the steep tube. They
explored the cave for 4.5 hours, but everyone
eventually worked their way through the
made it without incident. I was by far the
second window and waited there until the
most wiped out, but that’s what I get for
second group could catch up.
caving with a bunch of young whipper-snappers!
Things got very crowded in the narrow passage
once all 8 visitors were together. Zared and I
made room for the other group so they could
check out the window for awhile and then we all
began retracing our steps back out towards the
exit. The trip out was exhausting after having

I think everyone had a great time in the cave
and enjoyed the sporting and varied nature of
the passages. I was glad for the opportunity
to show them some big Pennsylvania passage
for a change. Thanks go out to George and
Karen Bange for allowing us the opportunity.
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FCG Picnic
July 28-29, 2012

The annual summer picnic started off with a very
successful Vertical Practice at Shaffer Rocks.
Pat, Gordy, Ken T, Barry along with new members
Jake and Mike all got in a few rappels and
ascents. After outfitting Jake with a ropewalker rig, he did several drops and climbs. Mike
used a frog rig and looked very comfortable.
Looks like they will be ready for our vertical trip
to Friar's Hole in September. After 4 hours of
practice, the activity moved to the Rouzerville
Hunt club for the rest of the weekend.

Attendance was not too big but a lot of the active
members were there and we had a quiet weekend.
Perhaps "Quiet" isn't the appropriate term to
describe it, since the "Big Hit" was Howard 's
Multi-functional, multi-barreled, compressed air,
potato canon! This is his 3rd model. Starting with
Hairspray as the explosive propellant, then to
propane and this year compressed air. It was the
most impressive model yet. Loud and Powerful are
two words that come to mind. It was tossing
potatoes (and corn cobs) over 100 yards and so
high it was difficult to track
the projectiles. Next year we
will send people down range to
tape the distance.

(see video clips below)
Gordy's
carbide
canon
contributed to the noise. The
new Bat detector worked OK.
Detected Bat, crickets and
tree frogs. However the canons
probably chased away most
bats. We all had Chicken,
salads and corn on the cob,
beer, wine, soda and water.
Went on Spider- Eyes hunt and
kept
the
midnight
hike
tradition alive. Some spent the
night and had breakfast.
Thanks to all who chipped in
and helped out.

Video Clips:
Day Shot
http://youtu.be/HqF8BfeHkv4

Night Fire
http://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=2qv7xWgoaZ8&feature=cha
nnel&list=UL
Howard's compressed air canon, charged to 80 psi, threw potatoes over 100 yards. He
said at 100 psi would launch rolled up T-shirt almost out of site. Photo by Todd Feasley
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Cleversburg Sink

CAVE BUCK$

Current water level

As of August 20 , 2012

As of August 24, 2012, the water level in
Cleversburg Sink was:

Franklin County Grotto sponsors a "Cave Bucks"
program that solicits voluntary contributions from
its cavers of $1.00 per cave visited during the
month. The money collected is then forwarded to
a Cave conservancy or other organization for the
specific purpose of buying or leasing caves.

Up to the old gate
In the entrance room
Top of ladder
>>>>Mid-ladder<<<<<<<
3rd rung of ladder
Base of ladder
Knee deep
Sand room sump
2nd crawl sump
Dry

On August 20, 2012, FCG approved a $50 cave
buck contribution to Mid-Atlantic Karst
Conservancy. Since starting in February 1998,
FCG has collected and donated $1232.00 Cave
Bucks to the following organizations:
Tytoona Cave Preserve
Southeastern Cave Conservancy
Pennsylvania Cave Conservancy
West Virginia Cave Conservancy
Mid-Atlantic Karst Conservancy
Appalachian Cave Conservancy
Total

Water is about 13 feet deep. This is a
definite downward trend, Down from 25 feet
a month ago.
Burd Run and streams are bone dry.
Checked by Ken and Sony Tayman
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$ 40
$ 54
$282
$318
$513
$ 25
$ 1232

MUDFEST 2012!
8-10 June, 2012 by John Boswell

K

en Tayman and I attended
geared up and headed carefully
our way back out through the gate
Mudfest the weekend of 8across the farmer’s field of young
and enjoyed a refreshing clean off
10 June. Mudfest is an
corn and up the hill to the gated
in Blacklog Creek. It was really
annual
caving
get-together
entrance to the cave.
Todd
fun.
sponsored by the members of Cave
unlocked the gate and we all filed
Hill Grotto. It has been growing in
into the cool confines of the cave.
Back at camp, we enjoyed a good
size over the last few years and
meal and some good libations and
this year there were probably about
Todd led the way and showed us
lots of talking and joking around
50 people in attendance, along
many of the fine features and
the fire until late. The pathways
with a group of non-cavers who
decorated areas of the cave. There
through the property were all lined
were just there for the party.
were some very pretty rimstone
with Tiki-torches that gave the
Mudfest is held on the
whole place a very cool
shoulders of Sugar Ridge
and surreal look in the
in Mifflin County along
darkness.
the Juniata River. The
property where Mudfest is
Sunday
morning
we
held is beautiful with
decided to make a trip into
Sugar Creek running
Sugar Cave since we had
through it and dropping
spent the weekend looking
over a 10 foot waterfall
at the entrance across from
into a sinkhole, where it
the tent and couldn’t very
continues underground on
well leave without visiting
its path to the river.
it. Kent Black and another
Sugar Cave is also right
guy whose name escapes
there on the property. We
me accompanied us into
arrived Friday afternoon
the cave with their carbide
and set up camp with the
lights.
intention of visiting Sugar
Cave that night, but cold
Sugar Cave was opened by
beer and warm fire won
Todd Hancock and Tim
out in the end.
An
Long by blasting through
enjoyable evening was
28 feet of bedrock along a
spent catching up with old
crack blowing air. The
friends and meeting new
entire cave is developed
ones.
along a 58 degree slope and
Ken, John, Kent & other guest ready for Sugar Cave on Sunday
consists
of
scalloped,
pools with calcite rafts and several
Saturday dawned bright and
sharp,
and
clean
limestone.
You
nice broomstick formations. The
beautiful and we took our time
can
tell
that
a
lot
of
water
was
most memorable part of the cave
getting up and around and had a
flowing
through
the
cave
in
the
for me was the lower level where
leisurely breakfast. Different cave
not-too-distant
past.
There
are
the stream passage is. It consists
trips were organized and Ken and I
several
nice
water
cascades
in
the
of lots of gently rolling slopes
opted to go for a tour of Blacklog
cave as well as some sporty climbs
covered in very slick mud with a
Cave with Todd Hancock, Linda
and several fossils.
stream running along the bottom.
Pook, their son Solomon, Jamon
It’s perfect for rolling and sliding
Hancock and Jake Long. We
We didn’t see the entire cave, but
around and getting completely
headed out and made our way over
it was well worth the visit and the
mud covered. It was tons of fun.
the lovely rolling hills and farms of
gentle light given off by the
Mifflin County to the farm where
carbide lamps was enjoyable.
After a pretty thorough tour of the
Blacklog Cave lies on a scenic
Maybe next year we’ll get the
cave and too much playing in the
bend in the Blacklog Creek. We
opportunity to revisit itq.
mud for a man my age, we made
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Salamander in Fleming Trough Cave, Shade Gap, PA

Photo by Gordy Ley

